Scope of Appointment
Options

The Plan strongly recommends the Voice
Recorded Appointment (VRA) as the preferred
method of satisfying the scope of
appointment prior to a presentation. Our
VRA process is a brief, beneficiary driven call
that mirrors the Scope of Appointment model
document. A successful VRA call is one where
the agent has educated the prospective
member on what to expect when they call.
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Voice Recorded
Appointment Steps
1) Agent will refer the prospect to call
the VRA line.
2) Operators at the VRA line will read
the CMS required statements and gather
the prospect’s contact information. The
beneficiary will be asked, but not
required to provide their phone number
and address. It is an optional element of
the scope.
3) The prospect will record their
agreement to discuss the plan’s
products.
4) The prospect will be asked the agent’s
name and tentative appointment time.
5) The prospect will be given a VRA
confirmation number.

6) You will need the VRA
confirmation number prior to
visiting the prospect. You may
arrange to have the prospect call
you with the number, or you may
call the prospect following the VRA
call.
7) In addition, the VRA line will
have a database of the Plan’s
certified agents, license numbers
and will be able to provide you the
VRA#.
8) You may also call Agent Services
at 1-877-877-0539 to look up a
completed
VRA
confirmation
number.

FREEDOM VRA
ENG: 1-800-425-5187
SPAN: 1-800-452-3031 20

Paper Scope of
Appointment
The paper scope of appointment is
another option to securing the
required scope. Please review the
required elements for completion.
Submission of a complete SOA is
required.
For scanning purposes, please use
black ink, print legibly following the
box structure.

Original Paper scopes are not
required if it was properly
submitted by fax along with the
enrollment applications. As part of
CMS retention requirements, it is
highly recommended you maintain
a copy of all submissions.
Please Note: If doing an online
enrollment, the SOA must still be
faxed in using a coversheet
identifying the member it is
associated with. Indicate on the
coversheet the submission is an
SOA for online enrollment only.
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Paper Scope of Appointment
Important! All items must be completed!

Fill in as
required.
-Beneficiary or
Rep Signature
and date
Please note: It is
optional for the
beneficiary to
provide a phone
number or
address

Member must Initial in the box
next to plans they want
discussed

-Fill in initial
method of
contact with
prospect
-Your Signature
-Fill in PBP# of
plans discussed

Agent must provide an
explanation if SOA completed
at time of the appointment

Fill in the application form
number associated with the
SOA found in lower right of
application

-Date you held
appointment
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Enrollment Application PG 1 &2
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Enrollment Application PG 3 & 4
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Enrollment
Application PG 5
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